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1. Differernces in approaches 
One of the major dh?erences, up-to-day, in between ME~JE [l] and SCCS [2] lies 
in the limitations the former calculus sets inside its syntax upon creating infinite 
behavioural choices at any p&t in a process. For instance, the MEIJE process 
p = (..x where .Y = IY : ‘I@) 
is intuitively {and formalIy~ equivalent o the SCCS process 
but there is no operator with infinite arity in MEIJE, 
The ‘IL ,’ operator, introduced by MiIner, raises a number of problems: 
-First, without specifications on which index set I the summation may be taken 
on, we see no reason why they could be ‘expressible’, in the computable sense, 
that is recrrrsively enumerabfe. 
-Second, if we want to set p =xic I qi+ and the qi‘s do not follow any reasonable 
constructive pattern along their indexes, we may have to inscribe them expliciteIy, 
thus forcing an infinite syntactic development of our term. 
On the other hand, this operator a!lows to reduce greatly non-guarded recursive 
process de~nitio~s, which were prov~l~ing potential deadlock which the synchro!lous 
parallel product X (e.g. what is fix x.(a :O) x A-.?). In MEIJE, this product X being 
replaced by an asynchronous parallel product //, these conflicts are avoided in a 
‘natural’ style {see preceding exam~)~es}. Our goal here will be to start expl(~ring 
how-and to which extent-non-guarded recursive process definitions allow us 
constructions equivalent o those obtained with x and to other SCCS operators 
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utjing it implicitly, namely: the restriction operator IS-which uses an annex index 
set much the way C does- and in some cases the renaming operator (cc’>. 
We wish to use only the syntactic constructs that made the versions of MEIJE and 
SCCS equivalent in [ 1) and thus the results obtained will fit both calculus equally. 
Mowed operators are 
(+,x&h) or (&%*),\.:JMcp). 
After recalling relevant results in Section 2, we show in the next section how every 
process p of the particular form p =C,,, If 14 :0, with U a recursively enumerable 
subset of our action monoid, is strongly equivalent to one expressed with only our 
reduced syntax (with heavy recourse to non-guarded definitions). Remaining sections 
NC devoted to the applications of this result in expressing various operators, like 
\H and others, with no other operators but our primitives. 
As 31~ example of what sort of context we want to come up with, the reader 
chould ‘try to run, for the fun of it, the f(jllowing context. ft performs multipiicati~~~ 
in tht sense that 
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Remark. If M is not quite free, but consists in the commutative product of, on one 
hand a free commutative finitely generated monoid., on the other hand a free 
commutative finitely generated group, on disjoint alphabets AM and Ar;, we can 
still keep this notion of recursiveness~ et A = AN u AC. Then a subset U of A is 
recursivety enumerable if and only if P(U) is a recursively enumerable subset of 
N”, where n = card(A), such that no element of P( U) can have both its components 
concerning opposite signals differing from 0 together. Our forthcoming results will 
all be true in this more general setting. 
Proposition. A subset B of N” is recursively enumerable if and nraly if there exist n 
~r~~i~ive recursive fu~cfi#~s ft. . . . , f,, : N + N such that 
B=(j,tm) f..., f,t(m)lntEN). 
This is but a suitable gene~~isation from the classic n = 1 case, whose proof will 
bc omitted in this note. 
3. Infinite chices in between immediate bebaviours 
fn order to ‘test’ the power of the nol~-guarded recursive de~nitions, we concen- 
trate first on a specific shape of processes, 
where 1.’ is a recursively enuIncrable subset of M, But here U r.e. means that there 
exists a BC N”, B r.e., and P( L/f = B which in turn mesi)s there exist j’,: . . . , f,l p.r. 
N + N, such that 
Proposition. Let {u j c A. Let f be primitive recursive N-+N. Then fhere is a MEIJE- 
Scl’CS prrzrrss y, expressed in our resfricted syrztas such rhal 
Proof. We u,c classical means of constructing this class of functions. Our method 
will consist in building, for any such means producing function J a context C[ with 
one ‘hole’. i.e., C,[x] having the following properties: 
t 1’) Whenever p&, then C,[p] ““’ >. 
(.I”) Whenever p2 , and a does not divide Z.I (for instance u is made out of 
internal signais), then CS[ p] G , Le., actions others than ‘LI’ are not affected by the 
contexts. 
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Those two properties can even be gathered in 
i 1) Whenever p 5 , then C,[ p] rt.afc 
Fltrthcrmore an& reciproc;lly, 
(2) Whenever CJp]x, then there exist i E N. k = f( j) and p 2ik 
From this we easily deduce that, if p=recx[(a:O) Xx+1:0], that is. ps 
\ _,, ,sa”:O, then C,[p]=x,$ P,u”” :O. 
We will not check properties (1) and (2) listed above, for the sake of room space. 
The reader should nevertheless be aware it should be done properly for each of 
our coming constructs. As usual, defining N -+ N primitive recursive function5 needs 
defining fti’ -+N primitive recursive functions at once, and thus we will introduce ‘k 
hoics’ contexts. 
A suitrlble adjustment of our properties would then be: 
generated by aI -, a2 and the identity elsewhere. 
Cf[r y] = [ta/a)y X @J/a>n X primereclb, p 
where 
and 
~~~recx.~(~.~:O)Xx+(l:O)]~ 1 (&.n)‘:O. 
r6 w 
A few words of explanation are needed (at least). 
Signal LY is used to propagate the value of r, since it is equal to the number of 
such signals emitted by (cu/a)q when q s . The same holds with p for n. 
The [Y signal crosses t?,e successive recursive unwindings by being transmitted as 
y, then renamed cu after the step of recursion has occurred. The value bs ‘received’ 
by processes t (for intermediate steps) and u (for the final step). 
Signal J3 has one of its occurrence caught (annihiled) each time the ‘option’ C‘, 
is taken rather than C, in recurs& unwinding of primrec. Thus each step decreases 
tt. At each unwinding ‘he remaining value is ‘transported’ through the signal 6 onto 
the right posItion in the C,, context by being received by the process x. 
This ends the proof. 
Proposition. Let A = (a,, . . . , a,,) and f, , . . . , f,l be n primitive reczfrsive functions 
N+N. Then the process p yxi,-w a+‘” . - - a{;!” :O is e~~ivul~nt to one e~~re‘~sed by 
our restricted syvltax. 
The proof uses in a crucial way property (2) mentioned above, on all the contexts 
$I, to C-f”. 
4, The ilS operator’ case 
We show how to express this operator in our restricted syntax, for B a recursively 
enumerable subset of M. 
First we build qH sCtrf B u :(I as in previous section, Then we build pR 19 
ret X. xl,cs u : x. Here 
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Lasr we only need introduce as many new internal signals as A has letters, for 
instancefr, to@,, fora,,..., a,, and set the two morphisms generated by 
@,( a, 1 = ff@,. ly(q) = 6,. 
Now the context 
is such that C&p] is strongly equivalent for any process p to pin. 
Morphisms were shown in [2] to be nonprimitive operators, provid~g we had 
been working in a group. The equivalent context was using infinite sums of a sort 
uhich belongs to our class. We are thus able to attain them under the same hypothesis. 
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